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Hayward pro logic check system reset
We often get calls from people having a problem where their Hayward Aqua Rite salt chlorinator system is reading a different salt level than manual testing. Often times, pool owners can solve this by recalibrating the salt cell. Here is how to recalibrate a Hayward Aqua Rite Turbo Cell in three simple
steps.The first thing to do is to remove the cell and check the blades inside for buildup. If there is buildup follow the procedure for cleaning the cell outlined in How To Maintain And Extend The Life Of Your Salt Cell. If there is no buildup, it’s time to re-calibrate the cell! I’ll walk you through how to do that in
this post.Turn Salt System Off and On With the pump running, take the power switch down to the “Off” position, and then back up to “Auto”. You should hear a click within 10 or 15 seconds. When you do, press the diagnostic button five times in a row. The system will go through a recalibration
process.Average Salt Reading Wait until the numbers stop changing. If the system settles on or near a number that is close to what you believe to be the salt level in the pool, slide the power switch up to “Super Chlorinate”, then back down to “Auto”. This will lock that number in as the new average salt
reading.Assess the Salt Cell Reading If the salt system settles on a number that is unrealistic, there may be something wrong with your system or salt cell. The most likely issue is that your salt cell needs to be replaced. It could also be that the board in your power center needs to be replaced. At this point
you will want to call Hayward at (866) 429-7665. Their tech support team will usually be able to help you determine which part needs replacement. They will need the serial number from the inside of your control panel door (located under a bar code). And the install date of your system if you know it.If you
have any questions or comments, please post a comment below or contact us at (800) 772-0467.SHARE Reset AquaRite Salt Chlorination Inspect Cell Light If the Inspect Cell Light is the only LED light flashing, then you can reset it by simply holding down the diagnostic button for 3 seconds, then
release. The Inspect Cell indicator will now reset and will later come back on after another 500 hours of use.Click to see full answer. In this way, how do I reset my Hayward? Turn Salt System Off and On With the pump running, take the power switch down to the “Off” position, and then back up to “Auto”.
You should hear a click within 10 or 15 seconds. When you do, press the diagnostic button five times in a row. The system will go through a recalibration process.Subsequently, question is, how do you reset the logic on a Hayward Pro? Turn the filter pump on. You must reset the system by entering the
'Diagnostic Menu' and then hitting the right arrow key once and then pushing the plus key once. This should reset the light and message. Accordingly, how do you troubleshoot a Hayward chlorinator? The Chlorinator Has an Air Lock An air lock inside the chlorinator can also reduce flow and chlorination.
To clear an air lock, remove the lid, then turn on the pump and allow the chlorinator to fill with water. Turn off the pump; replace the lid, and turn the pump back on again.Why is my salt water chlorinator not working?The easiest way to ascertain if the chlorinator is working is to make sure the cell is clean
by checking the needle or production lights. Ensure there is enough salt in the pool. If there is no chlorine reading, the chlorinator will not be working. Professional Reset AquaRite Salt Chlorination Inspect Cell Light If the Inspect Cell Light is the only LED light flashing, then you can reset it by simply
holding down the diagnostic button for 3 seconds, then release. The Inspect Cell indicator will now reset and will later come back on after another 500 hours of use. Professional If this light comes on or you think your cell is not producing chlorine, remove the cell and inspect it. If your Cell is transparent,
you will be able to see a white metallic buildup on the plates of a corroded Cell. If you see signs of corrosion, remove and clean the plates of the Cell. Professional Explainer 5 Maintenance Tips for Salt Chlorine Generators Try to maintain a consistent salt level of between 2,700 parts per million (ppm) and
3,400 ppm, with 3,200 ppm being ideal. Clean the chlorinator cell at least once a season or as needed. Explainer If you do not have a cell stand, carefully place the cell in a plastic bucket and add the acid wash solution until the plates are covered. Make sure not to cover the cell electrical connections.
Again, let the unit soak for 15 minutes. After the soak, rinse the cell again with a garden hose. Pundit A salt chlorinator cannot produce enough chlorine to do this task. Seek assistance from your local pool shop for the required procedure for your pool. Algae is the most common cause of low or zero
chlorine levels. Pundit Start off by adding 3 or 4 gallons, and if you see no results overnight, add 3 or 4 more gallons the next day. Continue this process until you notice the water changing color to either cloudy white, light green or clear. YOU CANNOT OVER SHOCK A POOL ! The more you add, the
quicker it will clear ! Teacher The most common reason for low or no flow is that the baskets are full of debris. *Always turn the pump off before you remove the baskets, if your pool pump is below water level you will need to close the valves in front of the pump and set the multiport valve on the filter to
'closed'. Teacher You can test the continuity of the flow switch using a Voltmeter or Ohmmeter. Continuity is open if there is no flow. Alternatively, continuity is close if sufficient water flow is detected. If you don't have access to a VOM, then perhaps the below might help. Teacher In-Line Automatic
Chlorinator There is a scoop that picks up water out of the return line and pushes it up into the chlorinator. The water then exits through the bottom of the chlorinator into the return line. Reviewer How to Clean your Salt Water Chlorinator Cell Make a cleaning mixture of 1/10 parts Hydrochloric Acid to
water (always add Hydrochloric acid to water). Turn the filtration system off. Remove Salt Cell from the housing. Add the Salt Cell to the cleaning mixture making sure there is little to no contact with the terminals. Reviewer Press the 'Menu' until, 'Configuration Menu-Locked' appears. To unlock, press and
hold the () until the text, on the display, changes from 'Locked' to 'Unlocked' (unit will beep). Press the (>) repeatedly, until 'Chemistry Config. Reviewer 'No Cell Power' means the current chlorinator cycle has been interrupted due to no voltage being detected when the cell power relay was turned on. Page
4. Turn off power to the controller. Supporter 'Check Salt' Light & 'Inspect Cell' Light Flash Together. When both these lights flash together, it means your salt level is between 2500 ppm and2600 ppm. At this moment chlorine is still being produced, however your salt levels are dwindling. Beginner Turn
Salt System Off and On With the pump running, take the power switch down to the “Off” position, and then back up to “Auto”. You should hear a click within 10 or 15 seconds. When you do, press the diagnostic button five times in a row. The system will go through a recalibration process. Beginner The
Pro Logic will automatically remind you when it is time and display 'Inspect Cell, + to reset' as part of the rotating 'Default Menu'. Clean the cell per the Hayward instructions and then press the plus (+) key during the 'Inspect Cell' display to reset the cell. Beginner The number one maintenance item for a
salt water chlorinator is to clean the salt cell regularly, every 2-6 months, but only as needed. Mineral deposits bridge the space between the metal plates, and not just in hard water areas. Beginner Signs That Your Salt Chlorinator Cell Is Not Working When the flow monitor indicates “NO FLOW” in spite
of water moving through the cell. Corroded plates and other anomalies upon inspection. Failure of polarity LEDs to alternate while in use. This is a sign of a problem with the PCB in the control box. Beginner Salt Chlorine Generators do require some maintenance and repair. The salt cell will eventually
lose performance and the controller circuit boards can develop problems over time. New technology in salt systems may also sway your decision to repair or replace your salt chlorinator. reset check system light hayward pro logic. hayward goldline pro logic check system reset. how to reset hayward pro
logic. how to clear check system on hayward pro logic. how to reset hayward check system light
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